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ABSTRACT
The Rea tive Dis rete Equation Method (RDEM) was re ently introdu ed in [1, 2℄, adapted
to ombustion modelling in [3℄ and implemented in the TONUS ode [4℄. The method has two
major features: the

speed, and the

ombustion

onstant having velo ity dimension

is the fundamental ame

ombustion wave now is an integrable part of the Rea tive Riemann Problem.

In the present report the RDEM method is applied to the simulation of the
13H performed in the ENACCEF fa ility. Two types of
one with a

ombustion Test

omputations have been

onsidered:

onstant fundamental ame speed, the other - with time dependent fundamental

ame speed. It is shown that by using the latter te hnique we

an reprodu e the experimental

visible ame velo ity. The ratio between the fundamental ame speed and the laminar ame
speed takes, however, very large values
tests performed in spheri al bombs or

ompared to the experimental data based on the

ru iform burner.

1 Introdu tion
During anti ipated a
gas

an be

idents in buildings

ontaining hydrogen fueled equipment, hydrogen

ontinuously or instantaneously released into the surroundings. This

for example, in a publi
following a vehi le a

an happen,

or private garage through faulty valves or seals of a hydrogen tank, or
ident in a tunnel. Depending on the lo al

on entration and/or pres-

en e and a tivation of mitigation devi es, hydrogen may burn following dierent

ombustion

regimes. These regimes may in lude jet res, slow deagrations, fast deagrations and detonations depending on the
severity of a
sition of

ombustion pro ess development. Thus, one has to estimate the

ombustion pro ess under given geometri al

ombustible mixture.

onguration, s ale and

ompo-

Here the issue is not to predi t details of turbulent ame

stru ture and propagation, but rather to evaluate the possible ame speeds and the
sponding dynami
data then

pressure loadings whi h might be generated during

an be used in stru tural analysis

A number of studies on hydrogen

orre-

ombustion. These

odes to verify the integrity of the stru ture.

ombustion in industrial-type geometries has been per-

formed previously using the CREBCOM (CRiteria and Experimentally Based COmbustion
Model) [5℄. This model, developed at the Kur hatov Institute, is devoted to study of
tion in geometries whi h are mu h larger than the
phenomena involved. Thermal

hara teristi

ombus-

dimensions of the physi al

ondu tion and spe ies diusion, whi h are responsible for

the propagation of deagrations, are not dire tly modelled; their a tion is taken into a
by introdu ing an experimentally derived
The model has been su
luding TONUS

essfully implemented in several industrial purpose CFD

ode [4℄ and COM3D

ount

orrelation sour e term into the Euler equations.

ode [6℄ to investigate turbulent

odes, in-

ombustion ows. It

suers, however, from two main drawba ks:

•

a burning rate

onstant, present in the sour e term of Euler equations, has the dimen-

sions of a speed.

This speed is

orrelated to the fundamental ame speed, and the

orrelations are grid-, and problem-dependent [7℄.

•

the algorithm involves a binary

riterion fun tion that spe ies when a

ontrol volume

is to be burnt. Numeri al experiments have shown that, as the ame speed is low with

1

respe t to the speed of sound, the

riterion fun tion

an

reate numeri al os illations

in the pressure that strongly ae t the ow [8℄.
In the literature there exist several other approa hes that model ames as interfa es. Some
of them, like the RDEM approa h, require the solution of the rea tive Riemann problem
between the burnt and unburnt regions.

The solution of the Riemann problem for the

rea tive Euler equations is the obje t of [9℄ in the parti ular

ase of

alori ally perfe t

gases, under the hypothesis of weak deagration, Chapman-Jouguet deagration, ChapmanJouguet detonation or strong detonation regimes. Unfortunately, the eventual existen e of a
rarefa tion wave (Taylor wave) behind the Chapman-Jouguet deagration is not taken into
a

ount in the work, whi h makes impossible the modelling of the deagration-to-detonation

transition in a

ontinuous way. In [3℄, the existen e of the Taylor wave behind a Chapman-

Jouguet deagration is taken into a
temperature is

ount; moreover the variation of the spe i

heats with

onsidered.

In the present paper the RDEM method is applied to the simulation of the
13H performed in the ENACCEF fa ility.

ombustion Test

The paper is organized as follows.

After this

introdu tion, in Se tion 2 we give a general des ription of the ENACCEF fa ility as well as
the analysis of the Test 13H experimental data. In Se tion 3 we briey present the governing
equations and the underlying hypothesis; the way the equations are dis retized is dis ussed
in Se tion 4. Presentation and analysis of the
nal

omputed results is given in Se tion 5. The

on lusions make the subje t of Se tion 6.

2 ENACCEF Test 13H: General Des ription and Analysis
2.1 Test Fa ility: Des ription and Geometri al Data [10℄
ENACCEF (EN einte d'ACCElération de Flamme) is lo ated at the Laboratoire Combustion et Système Réa tive (LCRS) of Institut de Combustion Aérothermique Réa tivité et
Environnement (ICARE) of Orleans. View of ENACCEF fa ility together with the sket h
of dierent parts are presented on Fig.

1.

The fa ility is

5

m of height and is made of

Z3CN18-10 stainless steel. It is divided into two parts:

•

the a

eleration tube (3.2 m long and

various geometries

•

mm i.d.), in whi h repeated obsta les of

an be inserted;

the dome (1.7 m long,

The a

154

738

mm i.d.).

eleration tube is equipped with two tungsten ele trodes at

0.138 m from the

bottom

of the fa ility as a low-energy ignition devi e. The energy delivered is estimated to be around
10-20 mJ. Dierent obsta les of varying blo kage ratio

an be installed inside the tube. For

the test, whi h we shall des ribe in the next subse tion, nine annular obsta les of blo kage
ratio

0.63

have been installed in the a

eleration tube; the rst one being

ignition point, and the distan e between obsta les was xed to

0.154

0.638

m from the

m.

ENACCEF fa ility is highly instrumented to follow the ame propagation: 16 UV-sensitive
photomultiplier tubes (HAMAMATSU, 1P28) are mounted a ross sili a windows (opti al
diameter: 8 mm, thi kness: 3 mm) in order to dete t the ame as it propagates (5 photomultiplier tubes are lo ated along the dome and 11 - along the a

eleration tube).

Several high speed pressure transdu ers, (7 from CHIMIE METAL, 1 PCB and 1 KISTLER)
are mounted ush with the inner surfa e of the tube in order to monitor the pressure variation
in the tube as the ame propagates, and the pressure buildup is monitored via a Kistler
pressure transdu er mounted at the
the gas

eiling of the dome. Gas sampling is used to measure

omposition along the fa ility. Five gas samplings are lo ated along the a

tube and one - in the dome.

2

eleration

Figure 1: View of ENACCEF fa ility (left) and sket h of its dierent parts (right). S anned from [10℄.

2.2 Test 13H: Initial Conditions
The ENACCEF Test 13H on hydrogen
gas distribution in a
dynami

ombustion has been dedi ated to a homogeneous

ontainment volume. The initial gas mixture omposition and thermoPinit. = 105 Pa, Tgas−init. = 298 K; XH2 = 0.13, and XAir = 0.87.

onditions are:

The gases are provided by Air Liquid. The purity of hydrogen is

99.999

%. The air used in

the experiment is the mixture of nitrogen and oxygen with the proportion: (80%

O2 )

N2 + 20%

[10℄.

2.3 Test 13H: Flame Velo ity and Pressure Measurements.
Experimental ame velo ity is

omputed using the ame arrival times at the

onse utive

photomultipliers and the distan e between them. Using the simple linear formula the ame
velo ities were

omputed for 24 runs, and are represented at the points whi h are mean

positions between

onse utive photomultipliers lo ations on the Fig. 2 (left). The error bars

show ame velo ity spread at ea h lo ation. The measured ame velo ities in the dome area
are not shown here due to rather large spread. In fa t, if the ame front is highly disturbed
and presents a 3D stru ture with rolls, the ame position will be less pre ise as the dete tors
olle t light along a solid angle and not at a line of sight. This, together with a larger solid
angle, presents a problem of ame velo ity measurements in the dome.
Three phases of ame propagation inside the a

•

low ame velo ity, equal to about
a

15-20

eleration tube

an be

learly distinguished:

m/s at the initial, non-obstru ted part of the

eleration tube;

•

strong ame a

•

ame de eleration down to

eleration up to

500-600

300-400

m/s in the obstru ted area;

m/s in the upper non-obstru ted part.

On the Fig. 2 (right) we present the pressure evolution with time measured with Kistler
transdu er lo ated at the top of the dome. The pressure evolution measured by Kistler transdu er is lose to the Adiabati Iso hori
of

4.0772

Complete Combustion (AICC) value for overpressure

bar.
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Figure 2: Averaged experimental ame velo ities in the a eleration tube. Verti al error bars represent
standard deviation of the velo ity data point based on multiple tests (left), and experimental over-pressure
at the top of the dome (right).
The pressure is

lose to the initial value during initial

60

ms and then starts to rise upto

AICC values. It should be noted that the volume ratio between the a
the dome is

1 : 12.2.

During the ame propagation along the a

eleration tube and

eleration tube only small

fra tion of hydrogen is burnt and some part of it is vented into the dome.

Due to large

volume ratios this does not lead to a noti eable pressure in rease in the dome. It is when
the ame develops inside the dome, we observe the rapid pressure rise. This is

onrmed

by looking at the ame time of arrival in the dome, more pre isely, at the lo ation
higher than the upper rim of the a
ms whi h is about

20

14

eleration tube. The time of arrival os illates around

m

40

ms before the beginning of pressure rise.

3 Physi al modelling
In this se tion we present the governing equations we are going to solve together with the
underlying hypotheses. The more detailed explanation and hypotheses justi ation

an be

found in [3℄.
We restri t our attention to ideal gas mixtures. The

hemi al evolution is assumed to be

governed by one irreversible, innitely fast hemi al rea tion between hydrogen and oxygen
+ 12 O2 → H2 O. We do not take into a ount the thermal diusivity and the spe ies
diusion.
H2

The molar and mass fra tion variations during the

∆XH2
∆XO2
∆XH2 O
=
=
,
1
1/2
−1
where

Wj

hemi al rea tion are linked via

∆YH2
∆YO2
∆YH2 O
=
=−
WH2
0.5 WO2
WH2 O

is the molar weight of the

j -th

spe ies.
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(1)

3.1 Governing equations
We

onsider here initially homogeneous mixtures of perfe t gases. The system of equations

we want to solve is given by


∂

~ · (ρw)

ρ+∇
~ =0



∂t




∂

~ · (ρw

~ +∇
~ ⊗w
~ + P) = 0

 ∂t (ρw)
∂

~ · (ρw

(ρẽt ) + ∇
~ h̃t ) = 0


∂t





∂

~ ~


 ∂t (ξ) + D · ∇ξ = 0

(2)

ρ being the total density (kg/m3 in the SI units), w
~ the velo ity (m/s), P the pressure (Pa),
~
ẽt (h̃t ) the spe i total (sensible plus formation plus kineti ) energy (enthalpy) (J/kg), D
the visible ame speed.

P

is linked to the internal energy via the equation of state (EOS). In our

ase

!

1
P
T, ẽt = ẽ + w 2 , h̃t = ẽt +
2
ρ
j
(
)
Z
T
X
X
X
ẽ =
Yj h0j + e =
Yj h0j +
Yj cv,j (α) dα
P =ρ

X

j

R
Yj
Wj

0

j

j

= 8.314 J/mol/K), T the mixture temperature (K
0
in SI units), Wj (kg/mol) cv,j (T ) (J/kg/K) and hj (J/kg) the molar weight, the onstant
volume spe i heat and the formation enthalpy at 0 K of the spe ies j , e the (sensible)
internal energy (J/kg). The progress variable ξ(~
r, t) for the hemi al rea tion is related to
the hydrogen mass fra tions YH2 ,i (~
r , t) and YH2 ,f (~r, t) before and after the ombustion by
where

R

onstant (R

is the universal gas

ξ(~r, t) =
Sin e the

YH2 (~r, t) − YH2 ,i (~r, t)
,
YH2 ,f (~r, t) − YH2 ,i (~r, t)

(3)

hemi al rea tion is assumed to be innitely fast, the progress variable will be

either 1 (in the burnt region) or 0 (in the unburnt region).
The rst three equations represent the
energy. Using the values for

ξ,

we

onservation equations for mass, momentum and

an re over the instantaneous mass fra tions (used in the

EOS). Indeed for hydrogen it is

YH2 = YH2 ,i + ξ(YH2,f − YH2 ,i ).
In

ase of

YH2 ,f
For the

omplete

ombustion,



WH2
YO ,i .
= max 0, YH2,i −
0.5WO2 2

j -th

spe ies

Yj = Yj,i + ξ(Yj,f − Yj,i)
where

(Yj,f − Yj,i )

is linked to

(YH2 ,f − YH2 ,i )

via equation (1).

The fourth equation in (2) is the transport equation for the progress variable
is in non- onservative form. As one

an read in [1℄, sin e

5

ξ

ξ.

This equation

is 0 in the unburnt region and

1 in the burnt one, far from the rea tive interfa e this equation is satised (the LHS of the
equation is zero); then

~
D

needs to be dened only on the interfa e (with the same value

ahead and behind it) and represents its velo ity.

K0

fundamental ame speed

~
D

is

omputed here as fun tion of the

via

~ =w
D
~ + K0~nα ,
where

~nα

(4)

is the normal to the ame surfa e going from the burnt to the unburnt region,

w
~

the velo ity of the unburnt gas.
Con luding, our nal purpose is the solution of the system of equations (2). The dependent
variables are

ρ, ρw
~ , ρẽt ,

and

ξ.

At the beginning we know the initial

variables. The fundamental ame speed
we

onsider it to be either a

K0

onditions for these

an be a fun tion of spa e and time; in this work

onstant or a fun tion of time only.

4 Numeri al Modelling
The system of equations (2) is solved using Finite Volume approa h. We use the approximate
Riemann solution to the rea tive Riemann problem des ribed in [3℄.

The solution of the

rea tive Riemann problem requires the ame surfa e lo ation whi h is determined using the
Dis rete Equation Method des ribed below.

4.1 RDEM for the rea tive Euler equations
The full des ription of the Rea tive Dis rete Equation Method (RDEM)

an be found in [2℄.

In this subse tion we give a brief summary of its main features.

•

The DEM and RDEM are

Eulerian approa hes, although their extension

to the Arbi-

trary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) approa h is straightforward.

•

The methods are used for studying multiphase mixtures, in whi h global averaging
of a variable in a
approa hes

ontrol

ell

ould lead to una

ea h phase has its own set of variables.

•

DEM has been introdu ed in [1℄.

•

DEM has been modied into RDEM and used,
to study

•

eptable numeri al errors.

In these

oupled with a rea tive Riemann solver,
evaporation front propagations and detonation propagations [2℄.

RDEM is used in [3℄ to study ame front propagation in a deagration and a detonation
regimes.

•

Both approa hes are

onservative, i.e. the extensible quantity taken from one phase is

given to the other.
The des ription of the RDEM approa h is the obje t of [2℄ in the
progagation; the adaption of this approa h to

ase of evaporation front

ombustion problem has been possible thanks

to solution of the Rea tive Riemann problem at all

ombustion regimes [3℄.

Indeed, as

suggested in [11℄, the rea tion wave, in the same manner as an evaporation wave,

an be

onsidered as a phase boundary whi h separates the unburnt gas phase (phase 1) from the
burnt gas phase (phase 2); thus, a ross the rea tive sho k we have a phase transition
between the unburnt mixture phase and the burnt mixture phase.
We emphasize that, in several spatial dimensions, the rea tive Riemann problem is solved
in ea h spatial dire tion. As explained in [3℄, the ame speed is given by

~ =w
D
~ + K0~nα ,

~nα being the normal to the ame surfa e going from the burnt to the unburnt mixture (i.e.
~ , α being the fra tion volume of one phase). Then when we want to ompute the
~nα ∝ ∇α
numeri al ux in the (~
n, ~t) frame of an interfa e of a ell volume (Finite Volume approa h),
we have to solve a 1D Riemann problem with a fundamental ame speed equal to K0 (~
n ·~nα ).
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5 Numeri al Results
In the present report we explore two

ases:

K0

is

onstant in spa e and time, and

K0

is a

time variable.
The rst

ase, i.e. the

ase of

onstant

K0 ,

is used in order to test the grid

the numeri al solution. We test it in terms of
as well as ame surfa e evolution.
speed, i.e.

K0 = K0 (t),

onvergen e of

omputed visible ame velo ity in the tube,

By using the time variation of the fundamental ame

we try to reprodu e the experimental values for a visible ame

velo ity. This will allow us to analyze the values of the fundamental ame speed in terms of
the

orresponding values of the visible ame speed.

5.1 Constant value of fundamental ame speed
There are two main fa tors responsible for ame a

eleration: in rease of the ame surfa e

due to intera tions of gas ow with obstru tions and in rease of the burning rate with the
turbulen e level. In this se tion only the rst one was a
We applied the following strategy: rst,
1), using the value of

K0

su h that the

experimental one, and se ond, make the

ounted for.

ompute the ame speed on the

oarse grid (RAF

omputed visible ame velo ity is

omputation with the same

(RAF2, RAF3, and RAF4). The idea behind is to study the grid

K0

lose to the

on the rened grids

onvergen e in terms of

ame velo ity and ame surfa e.
The

omputations have been done assuming the axial symmetry of the solution, and the

numeri al grids are presented on the Fig. 3. For the
into 7 elements.

oarse grid the tube radius is divided

This number is doubled for the se ond level of renement, tripled - for

the third, and quadrupled - for the fourth. The segments along the axis of symmetry are
rened a

ordingly. The obsta les in the tube are represented by the

ra ks in the mesh (see

Fig. 3, zoomed part), so that the neighboring elements are slightly skewed. In the dome the
elements are not uniform: their linear sizes gradually in rease up to three times along the
radius, and up to four times - along the axis of symmetry.

Total mesh

raf1

raf2

raf3

raf4

Figure 3: Numeri al grids used for the omputation. The oarse grid (RAF1) is omposed of 3585 elements,
grid RAF2 - of 14283 elements, grid RAF3 - of 32201 elements, and grid RAF4 - of 57160 elements.
The results for the ame speed

orresponding to the

oarse mesh (RAF1, green

Fig. 4 (left)) are obtained by trial and error in su h way as to have the

urve on the

omputed values for

ame velo ity within the error bars of the experimental ame velo ity at as many points as
possible. The value of the fundamental ame velo ity in this

ase is

that by using a single values for the fundamental ame speed
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K0

K0 = 10 m/s.

we

It appears

an not reprodu e the

experimental

K0

urve:

has to be relatively low in the initial non-obstru ted part of the

tube, and su iently high at the obstru ted area.
By looking at the
to the

K0 = 10

omputed visible ame velo ity obtained on dierent grids for

m/s (Fig. 4 (left)) we observe

1) a remarkable dieren

oarse grid and the results

dieren e between the results

e between the results

orresponding

2) a relatively small

orresponding to the ner grids, and

orresponding to grids RAF2, RAF3, and RAF4 in the initial

non-obstru ted part, and in the most of obstru ted part.
Lower numeri al vis osity relate to the ner grids leads to a higher gas velo ity along the
enter-line at the ame lo ation, whi h in turn leads to a higher ame stret h. Flame surfa e
evolutions are

lose to ea h other when the ame

downstream the

urves diverge: the evolution

generally higher than the others. This

orresponding to the nest mesh (RAF4) is

an be explained by the higher amplitudes of the gas

velo ity; at the last obsta le the gas velo ity
higher than the velo ities

rosses rst six obsta les, while further

orresponding to the nest mesh is

Experimental and Computed Flame Velocity
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Figure 4: Flame velo ity omputed for dierent grids and ompared with the experimental ame velo ity
(left), and non-dimensionalized ame surfa e omputed for dierent grids (right). Obsta le positions are
shown by short verti al lines. K0 = 10 m/s.
From the Figure 4 (right) we

an see that a ame surfa e in reases while ame

obsta le-laden part. It rea hes its maximum value at a position whi h is
downstream the last obsta le, and this value varies between

15

and

depending on the mesh. This rather big value for the ame surfa e
presen e of

27

3

tube

to

4

rosses the
diameters

ross se tions,

an be explained by the

ertain number of unburnt gas po kets between the obsta les, seen on Fig. 5

(right). The progress variable distribution is shown there at the time when the ame surfa e
has its maximum value. Soon after the time of rea hing the maximum value for ame surfa e
area, the fresh gas in the po kets is

onsumed, whi h inevitably leads to diminishing of the

ame surfa e area. The progress variable distributions show highly diused ame
using the

oarse grid (RAF1). In the

omputed

ase of the other grids ame distributions show similar

trends: it spreads between seven obsta les.
The ame surfa e spread between several obsta les in obstru ted

hannels has been observed

experimentally as well. There exist, however two major dieren es between the experimental
results and the present numeri al results
in the

onditioned by the modelling

apabilities. In fa t

ombustion model there is no me hanism of ame quen h/extin tion. Experimentally

the ame might
of ame surfa e.

the domain.

ease to exist between

ertain obsta les, whi h would lead to smaller values

Another dieren e lies in the fa t that

K0

is a

onstant everywhere in

Re ent experimental results [12℄ show that a ame (stoi hiometri

air mixture used in the referen e) in a obstru ted
behavior depending on the ame position.
tip propagating downstream in the

hannel with BR=0.67 exhibits dierent

The ame surfa e

hannel

methane-

onsists of a laminar ame

ore and the rest of the ame surfa e in the

turbulent regime propagates transversely into the re ir ulation zones between obsta les. As

8

a future work we suggest to perform the
in order to

omputation using variable in spa e values of

K0

apture the experimental ame behavior.

The maximum value of the ame surfa e is rea hed when the ame exits the obsta le area
and propagates further 3 to 4 diameters downstream. At that time there still exist po kets of
unburnt gas (see Fig. 5) as well as the mushroom-like shape of the ame in the obsta le-free
part, visible in the pi tures

orresponding to ner grids.

Figure 5: Progress variable distribution at the time when the ame surfa e rea hes its maximum value in
the tube. Results orrespond to grids RAF1 at t = 19.75 ms, RAF2 at t = 16.78 ms, RAF3 at t = 16.03 ms,
and RAF4 at t = 15.45 ms (from left to right). K0 = 10 m/s. Red olor orresponds to unburnt mixture,
blue olor - to burnt mixture.

5.2 Variable value of fundamental ame speed.
As it was mentioned in the previous subse tion, the

onstant value of

K0

does not allow us

to reprodu e the averaged experimental visible ame velo ity evolution: we have either too
high velo ity in the initial obsta le-free part of the tube, or too low velo ity at the upper part
of the obstru ted area. In this subse tion we shall hange the value of the fundamental ame
speed with time in order to have a visible ame speed as
one. This will allow us to analyze the
From the previous subse tion we

lose as possible to the experimental

fundamental ame speed evolution.

an see that the results

RAF1 suer from an ex essive diusion, while the results

omputed using the

oarse mesh

orresponding to the other grids

show similar behavior at least in the most part of the tube. Due to the fa t the trial-anderror

omputation requires

onsiderable number of tests, we prefer to use the grid RAF2 in

order to have a reasonable CPU time.
On the Fig.

6 (left) we present the

velo ity and the

omputed visible ame velo ity. The

error bars of the experimental
of

K0

during the

omparison between the experimental visible ame

urve.

omputed

urve is entirely within the

This was possible due to dynami

hange of value

omputation. These values together with their appli ation intervals are

indi ated on the Fig. 6 (left). First of all we would like to mention that the ratio between

K0 and the laminar ame velo
14.55 to 112 during the ame a

the numeri al values for
onditions) varies from
for ratio are high

ity (taken at initial thermodynami
eleration in the tube. These values

ompared with the experimental values for the ratio between turbulent

fundamental ame speed and laminar ame speed whi h do not ex eed

9

20

(see [13℄ and

referen es therein).
Another point deserving attention is the ex essively low value for

K0

in the region after 2.3

meters, i.e two diameters downstream of obstru ted part. We had to impose ex essively low
value (K0

= 0.01

m/s) in order to re over the negative gradient of the experimental ame

velo ity. We note in passing that experiments performed in ENACCEF using a hydrogen-air
mixture with negative hydrogen
down to

the tube.

on entration gradient going from

6.7 % at the top of the tube show that ame

11.4 % at the tube bottom

is always quen hed in the upper part of

This indi ates that the important ame stret h together with enhan ed mixing lead

in this situation to low values of the fundamental ame velo ity. In our
more rea tive (13 % of hydrogen), therefore the ame survives and
Experimental and Computed Flame Velocity
700

600

K0=10 m/s
K0 var

0.01 m/s

15 m/s

20

500

10 m/s
400

Sflame/Stube

Velocity (m/s)

Computed Flame Surface (tube)
25

20 m/s

Error Bars
EXPER
RAF2-K0-var

ase the mixture is

ontinues to propagate.

3.3
m/s

300

K0 = 2.6 m/s

0.01 m/s
10 m/s

15

20 m/s
15 m/s
10

200

3.3
m/s

K0=2.6 m/s
5

100

0

0
0
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1

1.5

2
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0

0.5

1

Position (m)

1.5

2

2.5

3

Position (m)

Figure 6: Flame velo ity omputed using grid RAF2 (blue urve) is ompared with the experimental ame
velo ity (red urve) (left). adimensionalized ame surfa e omputed using onstant value of K0 (green line),
and variable values of K0 (blue line) (right) Obsta le positions are shown by short verti al lines. Values of
K0 are indi ated together with the appli ation intervals.
The ame surfa e evolution
behavior to the evolution

omputed using the variable in time values of

orresponding to the

onstant

K0

12 × Stube .

10

at the progress variable distribution at time

10 × Stube .

t = 50.35

m/s to

20

Z = 1.5

m/s, the

This de rease we attribute to the

rapid burn-out of the fresh gas po keted between the obsta les. This is
rea hes the value

shows similar

value upto the distan e

m. When the fundamental ame velo ity is in reased twofold, from
ame surfa e de reases and os illates around

K0

onrmed by looking

ms, i.e. time when the ame surfa e

There is almost no unburnt gas downstream of the ame.
Overpressure at PCB2 and Computed
PCB2
Computed

Overpressure (bar)

5
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3

2

1
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0

0.02
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0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14
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Figure 7: Computed pressure evolution in the upper part of the dome (blue line) ompared with the experimental pressure evolution (red line).
The
is

omputed overpressure evolution at the transdu er lo ated in the upper part of the dome

ompared with the

orresponding experimental overpressure evolution on the Fig. 7. We

have shown in the Se tion 3 that the pressure rise

10

orresponds to the ame propagation

inside the dome.
has to

It means that in order to

orre tly model the pressure rise gradient one

orre tly model ame velo ity and ame surfa e development inside the dome. This

is outside the s ope of the present report as there are very limited experimental data. The
omputed asymptoti

values for the overpressure os illates around a value

whi h is near the AICC value of

4.077

lose to

4.1

bar

bar.

6 Con lusions
In this paper the RDEM method is applied to the simulation of the
performed in the ENACCEF fa ility. Two

• K0

is

ases were explored:

onstant in spa e and time, i.e. in rease of the ame surfa e due to only intera -

tions of gas ow with obstru tions is a

• K0 is a time variable, i.e.
ase, i.e. the

ase of

ounted;

in addition to the above phenomenon, a

rate with time uniformly in spa e is
The rst

ombustion Test 13H

onstant

onsidered.

K0 ,

is used in order to test the grid

the numeri al solution. We test it in terms of

the above mentioned variables, and the solutions
onsidered are similar.

onvergen e is a hieved in terms of

orresponding to three of the four meshes

This allowed us to use a se ond grid,

K0 .

onvergen e of

omputed visible ame velo ity in the tube,

as well as ame surfa e evolution. We show that grid

numeri al experiment with time varying

hange of the burning

alled RAF2, for making a

The goal is to reprodu e experimental visible

ame speed. The values of fundamental ame velo ity

K0

were

ompared to laminar ame

speed, whi h showed that their ratio is up to six times greater than the

orresponding

experimental ratio.
As a future work, we suggest to perform a
value of

K0

by taking into a

omputation with a variable in spa e and time

ount pressure, temperature, and shear stress ee ts.
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